McGill Univ. Stops Tech Squash Team

Visitors Win Match 6-1; Roberto Is Only Winner

Playing on the Alumni Pool courts Saturday afternoon, Tech’s varsity squash team lost to McGill University 6-1.

Amos Roberts was the only Beaver winner when he defeated Pearce in the number seven match, 16-17, 6-15, 16-10 and 15-12. The other matches were closely contested; Bill Denny, Happy Chapman and Fernando Digoyos all extended their opponents to five games before losing.

Much of the difference in the scores seemed to be in their ability to hold center court. Irving, for example, held the center more of the second and fourth games of his match with McGill’s Frew Harris to win them, 15-12 and 18-17.

The record-breaking team, winning in the time of 2:25.4, consisted of Bill Macht, Wayne Carrier, Randall Cleworth, Bruce Calhoun, Jerry Lewis and anchorman Doug Dimitriou.

Out of 16 runners crowding the track, the winners in the 9 1/2 mile race were Ed Olney ’51, Gordon Hunt ’50 and Jerry Lewis ’49, who placed first, second and third, respectively. Seniors Wayne Carrier and Jerry Lewis were the 66th yard hurdle men in 7.0 seconds and Junior Al Doll took the 60-yard dash in 7.7 seconds to add to the point totals of their respective classes.
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The winners of the high jump and pole vault were Roy Smith and Press Jones, both from the class of ’50, who jumped 5’10” and 17’2”.
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In the freshman meet on Saturday, Win was high scorer for the Beavers with 261.

On Saturday the varsity will travel to the University of New Hampshire in quest of their second New England League victory.

FRANKLIN BILLIARD HALL
317 FRANKLIN ST.
DORAL & FRANKLIN WY.
CAMBRIDGE, CENTRAL SQUARE

6 Pool Tables—3 Alleys
OPEN ALL DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY
PRICE REDUCTION TO
M.E. STUDENTS WITH THIS AD

7,200 WAYS TO

TRUE Bell Telephone Laboratories is known as a leader in communications engineering. On its staff are 1,623 engineers and scientists with college degrees. Among them are 14 professors of college training... and they are still learning.

They study many things. How to speed your voice across the street or around the world. How to express your voice natural in tone and volume. How to make communications equipment capable of switching your call even faster. How to produce in laboratories the sili... in their natural form—quartz, for instance. How to conserve the scarce metals which go into wire and cable, by making only one circuit a many conversations.

From such studies they learn how to make your service better and better, and keep its cost low.
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